Abstract-In power system filed, to study the characteristics of the gas breakdown is essential and of importance in designing the protection of high voltage system as well as to the power system reliability. Hence, in this paper, the major purpose is to propose a refined mathematical approach based on core finding in rough set method and GM(h,N) method in grey system theory to find the priority of influence factor in gas breakdown. And also created rough set and GM(h,N) toolbox based on Matlab, which to help the complex calculation and analysis. As the result, we not only can get the rank of influence factor in gas breakdown, but also provides a new idea for extension the applications of rough set and GM(h,N) method.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the study conducted by the Taipower Company, more than 50% of the power outages are caused by high voltage (current) breakdown. Among these outages, the main cause is the gas breakdown. Therefore, it is essential to study the characteristics of the gas breakdown and it is important to design protection for these high voltage systems as well as study the power system reliability. Although the causes of gas breakdown are still not very clear, the gas breakdown is a discharge phenomenon based on the experiences and experiments conducted previously. Besides, some factors that may be relevant to the breakdown have been inferred. Based on the textbook on high voltage, the properties of gas breakdown can be summarized in a few items: The break voltage is up to thunder kilo voltage; The discharge path can be extended into10 kilometer order; The range of ground surface potential gradient before breakdown is 30kV/cm ~100kV/cm; The current is up to thunder kilo ampere; The gap of gas breakdown is larger than normal value and the density of gas is non-homogenous [1] .
Considering the properties of gas breakdown in gas, and several practical experiments, the taken selection can be from the most important characteristics of the breakdown in gas as: The ground surface potential gradient: V ∇ ; The ratio of the ground surface potential gradient and time:
The atmospheric pressure (torr);
The relative humidity (%); The variety of gas (compressed or mixed); The polarity of current; Temperature and Frequency. Although these factors seem to be independent of each other, during the gas breakdown, their values have a range of influence and are correlated to the gas breakdown. The development of an analytical mathematical model to interpret the correlation between these factors and the gas breakdown is thus crucial to the study. Dr. Pawlak presented the rough set in 1982, the basic topics of rough set includes: set theory; conditional probability; membership function; attributes analysis and uncertainty description of knowledge [2~6] . And the main purpose of rough set is used the difference of lower approximations and upper approximations, to find out the subjective result of clustered set.
The Grey System Theory, first proposed by Professor Julong Deng in 1982 [7] , avoids the inherent defects of conventional, statistical methods and only requires a limited amount of data to estimate the behavior of an uncertain system. The field of the grey system can be summarized in six parts: Grey relational generating operation (GRGO); Grey Relational Analysis (GRA): Includes localization grey relational grade (LGRG) and globalization grey relational grade(GGRG); Grey Model (GM); Grey Decision Making and Grey Control [7] . In summary, the main purpose of the grey system theory focuses on the relation between the analysis model construction, and for circumstances such as: no certainty, multi-data input, discrete data, and insufficient data through predicting and decision-making.
Based on the mentioned above, we find that rough set and GM(h,N) model are very satisfy for study in the influence factor in gas breakdown. And review the past research, only few papers are focus on this topics, but all focus on the accuracy of gas breakdown times and its phenomenon [8~12] . Hence, in our research, we present rough set and GM(h,N) model to find the major influence factor in gas breakdown, it is a new approach in the high voltage system [13, 14] .
In this paper, first, we list the whole mathematical foundation of rough set and GM(h,N) model in section II and section III. In section IV, the experiment of gas breakdown is given and the data is also found. In section V, the development of rough set and GM(h,N) toolbox via GUI method in Matlab are presented. Also in section VI, we make some advantages and suggestions for the further research.
II. ROUGH SET
In this section, we only simply introduce the basic concept of rough set [15] . 
The boundary of A is defined as )
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C. The dependents of attributes
Means under C a ∈ , the ratio in the whole set
D. The significant value of attributes
In decision system,
, under C a ∈ , the significant value of attributes is defined as
If the set of attributes is dependent, one can be interested in finding all possible minimal subsets of attributes, which lead to the same number of elementary sets as the whole set of attributes reduce and in finding the set of all indispensable attributes.
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III. GM(H,N) MODEL
In grey system theory, the main function of GM(h,N) model of the grey theory system is a method to carry out the calculation of measurement among the discrete sequences and to compensate the shortcomings in the traditional methodology. The GM(h,N) model is defined as [8] 
where: i. 1 a and j b are determined coefficients.
ii.
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iv.
is the main factor in the system, and sequences ,
are the influence factors, then we can use GM (1,N) to analyze the system, the GM(1,N) model is shown below.
where:
, the analytical steps are shown below. 1. Building the original sequences
Combining the AGO sequences with the major sequence, and substituting all AGO values into equation (13) 
where: (15) 4. By using the matrix method where: 
1. Substituting the AGO value, then we have
2. Dividing 1 a in both sides, then translate into matrix form 
the relationship between the major sequence and the influencing sequences also can be found by comparing the value of m b . 
IV. THE FACTOR ANALYSIS IN GAS BREAKDOWN

A. The influence factors
Based on the characteristics of our mathematics method, first, we selected four most important characteristics of the breakdown in gas, and decided the range of each characteristic by using the experimental method [13] . 
B. Experimental steps
The whole steps are list below [8] . 1. Set up the experiment equipments (photo 1). 2. Set up equipment capable of 30 sets, each set include 100 times testing (breakdown or not), totally 3,000 times (each time cost 5 to 10 minutes, hence, the total experiment time is six mouths, and pass through summer, fall and winter three seasons). 3. Record all test data, and find its mean (TABLE I) C. Rough set method 1.Using Wu's globalization grey relational grade to find the simulation values of gas breakdown, and use traditional formula to find the error between the experiment value and simulation value, as shown in TABLE I [7] . 2. The data will be selected for the ration, hence, in the red part will be omitted (error over 10%), and the results are listed in TABLE III (12 sets). 3.Using equal-gap discrete method (for four groups) to discrete the data, the results are shown in In the toolbox, the input/output interface is based on Matlab GUI structure, and according to the characteristics of Matlab, the input data can expand into infinite to make this toolbox more powerful, no matter the rank is how huge, the operation processing will not be influenced [16] . The toolbox is based on Windows 2000 or upgrade version, and Matlab 2007 or upgrade version [17] . The whole operation steps are shown from Figure 4 to Figure 9 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed rough set and GM(h,N) method to deal with weighting problems under uncertainty environment. And an example of main influence factor problem in gas breakdown was used to illustrate the proposed approach. We have two interesting results, one is from rough set method, the most important influence factor is dt d V ∇ and V ∇ in the minor factor, the reason is the number of grouping we select in four. However, the dt d V ∇ still is in group-I. The other is from GM(h,N) method, because the input data is original, we also find that dt d V ∇ and V ∇ are in-group I, and relative humidity, atmospheric pressure are in-group II. The results means that our approach is quite reliable and reasonable, can apply in other relative field; this is the first contribution in our study. Also in the viewpoint of calculation, because Matlab have very convenient and practical software for engineering researchers, and its GUI function is a friendly interface. Hence, the rough set and GM(h,N) toolbox are created for our needs, this one is the second contribution in our study.
To sum up, we propose this new approach, which presented some contributions in power engineering and soft computing field. This study presents both theoretical and practical significance. However, the weak point still exists. Such as the different weighting analysis method and can extend the influence factors in the system. Therefore, we suggest that we can combine other relative soft computing methods, such as fuzzy or GA with our study, and get more experiment data. Then, the research can be developed in future research. 
